
KITZBUEHEL: Swiss tyro Marco Odermatt has yet
to win a World Cup downhill race, but the runaway
leader in the overall standings believes he has “two
good chances” to win in Kitzbuehel. Olympic giant
slalom gold medalist Odermatt’s confidence is noth-
ing short of brazen given the Streif piste in the
Austrian resort is widely regarded as the most test-
ing on the circuit. “To win here is a dream, and to win
a downhill in general is also a dream,” the 25-year-
old acknowledged.

Odermatt touched down in Kitzbuehel after two
impressive podiums on home snow in Wengen: a
third place in the super-G and second in downhill.
Seeking back-to-back World Cup overall crowns,
Odermatt has won 11 times in the giant slalom and six
in super-G, but a downhill title remains elusive
despite eight podium finishes including second place
in Kitzbuehel last season.

“I was very close to winning last year, then again
at the start of this season (when he was edged into
second in Beaver Creek). In Wengen last week I was
further behind Aleksander Aamodt Kilde, but here I’ll
have two good chances.” Odermatt added: “Wengen
was tough for the head and legs. I was tired right
through Monday but feel better now. I went home for
just a day, barely enough time to pack some clean
clothes in my suitcase.”

Norway’s Kilde stands second in the overall
standings, but has previous form in Kitzbuehel, win-
ning a downhill last season, a fact he said made him
optimistic. “It’s different having won here one time,”
said the Norwegian, whose partner is American star
Mikaela Shiffrin. “I can come knowing that I’m capa-
ble of winning and that gives me confidence. “My

form has never been as good. I’m enjoying myself and
that’s the most important thing to keep up motivation
every weekend. “I feel different this year, less
stressed at the startgate. I know I’m skiing well at the
moment. I’m excited!”

‘Some sort of cat’
Kilde came in second in Tuesday’s first training run

albeit missing a gate, while Wednesday’s second
training was cancelled amid heavy snow. A third train-
ing session is scheduled for Thursday. The covering of
white at least hid the brown and green terrain that
was showing through on the Hahnenkamm mountain.
“Unfortunately we’re starting to get used to it this
winter,” he said of a lack of snow. “But the piste is
exceptional, they’ve done an amazing job, it’s excel-
lent to ski on.”

Odermatt agreed, saying: “The slope is steep in
Kitzbuehel, faster than in Wengen. “I like this downhill.
This year it’ll be easier to ski, it’ll be less icy than usu-
al!” One skier who will be making his final appearance
at Kitzbuehel will be Odermatt’s teammate Beat Feuz,
a three-time winner on the Streif and current Olympic
downhill champion. Feuz will hang up his skis at the
end of the season after a storied career.

“It’s emotional,” Kilde said of Feuz’s final outing
down the Streif. He’s brought so much to this sport,
producing some of the best runs in history, like
Matthias Mayer,” the now-retired Austrian who
claimed wins in the super-G and downhill in
Kitzbuehel. “It’ll really be different without Beat. We
had a great battle for the globe last year. He’s so
smooth, his way of gliding over the snow, like some
kind of cat, beautiful to watch.” — AFP 

Firing of ex-FIFA
secretary-general
abusive: Court
GENEVA: A Swiss court has ruled that the
way FIFA fired its acting secretary-general
Markus Kattner in 2016, when the scandal-
ridden body dismissed him without notice
over allegations of financial mismanage-
ment, was unjustified. In a verdict issued
last October but only made public on
Tuesday, the supreme court of the Swiss
canton of Zurich - where world football’s
governing body has its headquarters -
ruled that the firing of the German national
was abusive.

Kattner’s sacking without notice was
“considered as unjustified” by the cantonal
supreme court, a court spokesman told AFP.
That ruling overturned an earlier finding by
the lower labour court in Zurich, he said.
Zurich’s highest tribunal sent the case on to
the labour court to rule on what damages
should be awarded to Kattner, 52, who is
reportedly seeking 10 million Swiss francs
($10.8 million) in compensation.

Kattner, who served for more than a
decade as FIFA’s finance director, took over
as interim secretary-general in September
2015, after Frenchman Jerome Valcke was
pushed out over a scandal involving tickets
resold on the black market. But less than a
year later, Kattner himself got the axe. FIFA
fired him with immediate effect on May 23,
2016, saying an internal investigation had
shown “failures” in the way he had carried
out his financial duties.

Audio recording
FIFA accused him of providing himself

and close associates with significant bonus-
es, set up under secretive terms, with the
knowledge and authorization of only a few
people in the institution. Among other
things, the organization alleged that he had
breached a range of agreements and illegal-
ly obtained an audio recording of a meeting.

The Zurich supreme court ruled though
that procuring a recording of a meeting he
had been excluded from did not constitute
valid grounds for a dismissal without
notice. Kattner’s firing was only one in a
string of episodes that rocked FIFA after
the biggest scandal in the history of world
football erupted on May 27, 2015, when
Swiss police marched into a Zurich hotel
and arrested, on US warrants, seven high-
level officials.

Under pressure, disgraced long-time
president Sepp Blatter announced a few
days later he would resign, with current
chief Gianni Infantino elected to succeed
him in February 2016, just weeks before
Kattner was let go. Blatter had come to
Kattner’s defense at the time of his sacking,
telling AFP in an interview at the time that
he had “never met a more honest man”.

Beyond his termination, Kattner was also
hit in June 2020 with a 10-year ban from all
football-related activities and a stiff fine of
one million Swiss francs. That punishment
was handed down by FIFA’s ethics commit-
tee, which following an internal investigation
into the bonus payments ruled that Kattner
was guilty of conflicts of interest and abus-
ing his position. — AFP 
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Odermatt betting on downhill
breakthrough for Kitzbuehel glory

KITZBUEHEL, Austria: Switzerland’s Marco Odermatt races during the first training run of the men’s downhill
competition of the FIS Ski World Cup on Jan 17, 2023. — AFP 

Germany’s Bauhaus
holds off Ewan to
win first TDU stage
ADELAIDE: Germany’s Phil Bauhaus (Bahrain
Victorious) held off fast-finishing Australian Caleb
Ewan to narrowly take out the first stage of the
men’s Tour Down Under in Adelaide on Wednesday.
Bauhaus had less than half a wheel to spare as he
flashed across the finish line in Tanunda as Ewan
(Australian National Team) stormed home from well
back in the pack at the end of the 149.9km stage
through South Australia’s Barossa Valley wine
growing region.

Australia’s Michael Matthews (Jayco-AlUla) was
third across the line from Italy’s Alessandro Covi
(UAE Team Emirates). Italy’s Alberto Bettiol (EF
Education First) led the TDU overall after his win in
Tuesday’s Prologue around Adelaide’s streets.
Bauhaus recovered from a crash earlier in the open-
ing stage to get in position for a crack at the finish-
ing sprint down the main street of Tanunda.

“I crashed pretty bad, it was a massive impact,
but I recovered and the team did a really good job,
we were always in front in the last lap,” Bauhaus
said. “In the (leadup) Schwalbe Classic I waited too
long, so this time with 300 meters left I just went for
it and it was pretty close at the end with Caleb, but
I’m super happy. I did not want to celebrate early. I
was only sure I won later. It was super nervous
today. A lot of guys went down.”

The stage was marred by a series of pile-ups and

a few riders came down in a scrimmage in the clos-
ing furious kilometer. American Magnus Sheffield
(Ineos Grenadiers) went down in the final run and
sustained cuts on both knees. He was able to cross
the line, retaining his third place overall. His team
said he was being evaluated. Ewan relished the
rough and tumble in the closing stages, tweeting:
“Doesn’t get better than a big crash does it?”

There was also a mass fall with 50km left with a
half dozen riders tumbling onto the bitumen.
Dutchman Robert Gesink (Jumbo-Visma) and New
Zealand’s Patrick Bevin (DSM) could not continue in
the stage. Matthews, making his first appearance in

the TDU since 2014, pulled a few seconds back on
race leader Bettiol through time bonuses and was
satisfied with his day’s work.

“I wouldn’t have minded a bit harder stage today.
We nailed the two intermediate sprints,” Matthews
said. “It was a successful day to try to set me up for
the overall. When you’re that close to a win you’re
going to be disappointed. Overall it was a good day
for us.” Matthews lies second overall, six seconds
back, with Sheffield slipping to third at eight sec-
onds behind Bettiol heading into Thursday’s
Brighton to Victor Harbor second stage raced over
154.8km. — AFP 

ADELAIDE: German cyclist Phil Bauhaus from Bahrain Victorious team sprints to the finish to win stage
one of the Tour Down Under UCI cycling event on Jan 18, 2023. — AFP 

USA thrash New
Zealand in World
Cup warning
WELLINGTON: Alex Morgan scored her 120th
international goal as the United States thrashed New
Zealand 4-0 in a friendly in Wellington on Wednesday
to fire a World Cup warning. Forward Mallory
Swanson netted twice and Lynn Williams was also on
the scoresheet for the world’s top-ranked side, six
months before the Americans defend their title in
New Zealand and Australia.

The match was the first of the year for the
Americans, who will be pursuing a third World Cup
crown in a row. Coach Vlatko Andonovski said he
wants his team get familiarized with the stadiums,
training venues and travel before the month-long
global showpiece starting on July 20. The US will play
their three World Cup pool games in Wellington and
Auckland and potentially return to those cities for a
quarter-final and semifinal. 

They spurned a host of chances in the first half but
capitalized on their dominance after the interval with
four goals in 20 minutes. Swanson’s headed opener
came via a cross from Trinity Rodman, the daughter of
former National Basketball Association star Dennis

Rodman. Star striker Morgan doubled the lead before
Swanson grabbed her second and Williams capitalized
on another assist from Rodman. The four-time world

champions will play a two-match series against the
24th-ranked New Zealanders, which concludes in
Auckland on Saturday. —AFP 

WELLINGTON: New Zealand’s Mackenzie Barry and USA’s Alex Morgan vie for the ball at Sky Stadium on
Jan 18, 2023. —AFP 

Gunnarsdottir wins
claim against Lyon
over pregnancy pay
PARIS: French club Lyon were ordered by FIFA to
compensate former player Sara Bjork Gunnarsdottir
for an effective pay cut during her pregnancy. The
32-year-old hailed the ruling as a guarantee of
financial security for all female players, in an open
letter published in The Players’ Tribune. Global play-
ers’ union FIFPro also hailed what they called “a
landmark ruling”, the results of which FIFA pub-
lished in full on Tuesday.

Lyon, record eight-time Women’s Champions
League winners, put Gunnarsdottir on maternity

leave in 2021. FIFA said clubs must pay pregnant
players their full salary and ruled against Lyon.
Gunnarsdottir joined from Wolfsburg in 2020. She
helped Lyon win the French title and also scored in
their Champions League final win over Wolfsburg. In
early 2021 she became pregnant, but continued to
play and train until returning to Iceland, with a plan
for an immediate return to France after the birth.

The Icelandic international said Lyon failed to
pay her wages as she instead received just a frac-
tion from state benefits. But on Tuesday the club
were ordered to compensate her 82,000 euros
($88,577). “The victory felt like a guarantee of
financial security for all players who want to have a
child during their career,” said Gunnarsdottir, who
had a son, Ragnar, in Nov 2021. “These are part of
my rights, and this can’t be disputed - even by a
club as big as Lyon.”

Gunnarsdottir left Lyon at the end of last season

and signed a two-year deal with Italian club
Juventus. “FIFA has reproached us for not having
offered another job to Sara Bjork Gunnarsdottir dur-
ing her sick leave and then her maternity leave when
at the time the law forbids us from doing so in
France and the player had expressly asked us to be
able to return to live in Iceland, which we accepted,”
Lyon wrote in a statement.

“We’re proud to have had Sara Bjork
Gunnarsdottir in the squad. Our paths separated
purely for sporting reasons. If she wishes to help us
today further develop French law, we would be hap-
py to involve her in our efforts alongside Amel Majri
to allow all athletes to fully experience their preg-
nancy as well as their return to competition,” the
club added. Majri, 29, became the first active France
international to have a child in July. She played her
first match in 15 months on Saturday, having suffered
a serious knee injury before her pregnancy. —AFP 


